With the increasing frequency of wide-spread and potentially life threatening flooding, it is now more important than ever to make sure you're equipped to address such challenges. Through their industry leading engineering and unparalleled level of customization, Skeeter Brush Trucks has developed a full line of High-Water Rescue vehicles that can reach areas that would have previously required waiting on more specialized resources to respond. Whether considering a dedicated High-Water Rescue or a Dual Purpose Hybrid-Side apparatus, you can trust the experienced team at Skeeter Brush Trucks to build the unit that fulfills your agency's needs!
Exceptional ground clearance and handling packages, available on both small and large chassis options.
Camera and Intercom options allow for maximum situational awareness between your crew and their driver.

Rear Lift-Gate along with integrated securement rails allows for the safe and efficient relocation of victims with limited mobility.
Make use of every available inch with customized storage solutions for mission specific equipment.
Dual Purpose Hybrid-Side unit with removable firefighting module can be quickly converted from a wildland resource to a rescue asset when needed.

Built to Serve. Built to Last.

Each build engineered and analyzed prior to fabrication.
Manufactured in accordance with state-of-the-art industry practices and methods.
Over 75 Service Centers nationwide with 100s of Mobile Techs ready to respond.
5 Year Parts & Labor Warranty on all Skeeter Brush Trucks components.
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www.SkeeterBrushTrucks.com